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Motivation

I was once told before starting any journey you need to find your "WHY" as this question may come to everyone's mind but it important to know that this question is the leading key towards creativity, motivation and more importantly enthusiasm, so why this position, why the training committee, why I am so thrilled to apply? Well to answer this we need to know the story of a young enthusiast:

This story goes back to 3 years ago as young dental student who is driven by curiosity, passion and motivation to know and explore the world but more importantly to do change in the world as he always believed in the old saying that says "be the change that you want to see in the world" on the exploring journey of this young enthusiast he found out about the IADS he was so amazed by this fascinating family where dental students come from all over the globe united together under one platform where they exchange knowledge, experiences and skills and from that day on he decided to join this family so as soon as it was established in his country he joined without hesitation and was so interested in the training family as they are the messengers of knowledge and skills that truly lead the youth to reach their full potential to make the change in the world so on as he had the chance he applied and joined the IADS Training of New Trainers in Sub-Regional Training (SRT)/Lebanon in which he learned, earned and gained more than he ever expected, he was so fascinated by the training committee and the message they seek to deliver, yet he realized that knowledge has no bounders and capacity building has no limits when it comes to creativity so he sought more knowledge and joined many trainings afterwards which were IFMSA Training of New Trainers TNT/SRT/Iraq then to reach more he also joined IFMSA Training of Medical Education Trainers (TMET) in SRT/Turkey followed by Online Capacity development (OCD) for TMET graduates and Advocacy in Medical Education training all that to gain and earn the knowledge that will aid him to do and be the change that he wants to see in the world and now finally after working as trainer for more than 3 years delivering more than 100 hours of training Locally, Nationally and Internationally he decided to take a leap of faith and share all that knowledge and experience and to serve the family that led him to this amazing journey in the first place and this is the answer to WHY.

My name is Hussein Tallal, a newly graduated dentist, an IADS trainer and I am that young enthusiast who seeks to do and be the change, if elected I will do my very best take on the job.

In the end, I want to say that life is about giving back, not only receiving. The IADS is the place where I found my passion, my happiness, and my best friends. Serving this family more is the least I can do to this wonderful Gift called IADS.
If success is the destination then capacity building is the path